
CELF-5 OBSERVATIONAL RATING SCALE (ORS) 
 

Student:   Suzanne                                                    Date  Teacher   Mrs. Helen Leitner                                             
 

RATE THE EXTENT TO WHICH EACH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW DESCRIBES THE STUDENT! 
 

 SCALE: N (never)           S (sometimes)     O (often)                A (always) 
 

The Student:                                                                                  Rating  
 
LISTENING    N  S  O  A 
 
1.  has trouble paying attention                                         (2)      √ 
 
2.  has trouble following spoken directions.                     (3)      √ 
 
3.  has trouble remembering things people say.    √ 
 
4.  has trouble understanding what people are saying.     √  
 
5.  asks people to repeat what they have said.    √ 
 
6.  has trouble understanding word meanings.   √ 
 
7.  has trouble understanding new ideas.     √ 
 
8.  has trouble looking at people when talking.     √ 
 
9.  has trouble understanding facial expressions (body language).   √ 
 
SPEAKING 
 
10.  has trouble answering questions people ask.     √ 
 
11.  has trouble answering questions as quickly as others.     √ 
 
12.  has trouble asking for help.     √ 
 
13.  has trouble asking questions.     √ 
 
14.  has trouble using a variety of vocabulary words when talking.    √ 
 
15.  has trouble thinking (finding) the right word to say.    √ 
 
16.  has trouble saying what he or she is thinking.    √ 
 
17.  has trouble describing things to people.     √ 
 
18.  has trouble staying on the subject when talking.     √ 
 
19.  has trouble getting to the point when talking.     √ 
 
20.  has trouble putting things in the right order.               (8)      √ 
 
21.  uses poor grammar when talking.                                  (6)      √ 
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SPEAKING    N  S  O  A 
 
 
22.  has trouble using complete sentences when talking.   (7)      √ 
  
23.  talks in short, choppy sentences.     (5)      √ 
 
24.  has trouble expanding on an answer or providing details.     √ 
 
25.  has trouble having a conversation with someone.     √ 
 
26.  has trouble talking with a group of people.     √ 
 
27.  has trouble being understood (saying things another way).       √ 
 
28.  gets upset when people don’t understand him or her.      √ 
 
READING 
 
29.  has trouble sounding out words when reading. (1)     √ 
 
30.  has trouble understanding what he or she has read. (4)     √ 
 
31.  has trouble explaining what he or she has read.      √ 
 
32.  has trouble identifying the main idea of what’s read.      √ 
 
33.  has trouble remembering details from something read.      √ 
 
34.  has trouble following written directions.      √ 
 
WRITING 
 
35.  has trouble writing what he or she is thinking.    (10)      √ 
 
36.  uses poor grammar when writing.      √ 
 
37.  has trouble writing complete sentences.                (9)      √ 
 
38.  writes short, choppy sentences.      √ 
 
39.  has trouble expanding an answer or providing details in writing.     √ 
 
40.  has trouble putting words in the right order in sentences.      √ 
 
CHOOSE THE PROBLEMS THAT CONCERN YOU THE MOST.  CIRCLE THE TOP 10 OUT OF 40. 
 
Please list any other you have observed or concerns you have about the student’s listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing skills and rate them from 0-3. 
 
She’s not reading.  Didn’t go to preschool.  Rhyming confuses her and it shouldn’t.   Doesn’t know much 
 
Of anything about books and stories.  Seems to understand my words. Works in a random sort of way. 
 
Very disorganized and works in a random sort of way.  Can’t decode.  Has some speech errors.  Very poor 
 
Expressive language, poor grammar and can’t put sentences together.  Not sure what she means to say! 
 
Please return this form to: _______________________________________________________ by _______________Thanks! 
 



CASE No. 1 (Worksheet)

1

CASE STUDY NUMBER 1 (FEMALE, 6;8)
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She is not reading.  
She understands stories/materials when I read to the class.   
Knows numbers and letters; copies all upper case letters correctly  
She reverses the numbers 6 and 7.   
She has several speech errors, I understand her; so do the children.  
She can't follow spoken classroom directions for paper & pencil tasks.   
Written directions are not relevant because she is at a pre-primer level.  
She is frequently out of her seat and off task.   
Her language is difficult to understand misarticulation of consonants  
She confuses pronouns (him/her).  
She overuses some pronouns, “teacher..me do this.”  
She uses the right vocabulary words most of the time.  
Her sentences have many grammatical errors  
Her sentences are poorly structured.  
They are often short and interrupted.  
Her long sentences do not make much sense.  
She doesn't recognize her errors..makes same mistakes over & over.  
Makes the same mistakes over & over-paper/pencil tasks, coloring, art  
She is very disorganized.  
She does not correct her speech even when you tell her how.   
When other students understand my directions, she gets confused.  



CASE No. 1 (Worksheet)

2

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She seems to know the words I’m using.  
She has problems making up and putting sentences together with words.  
She can’t combine sentences very well at all.  
She does not know how to use tenses for her verbs.  
It is hard to understand what she wants.   
I don’t think she knows what she means to say.   
She talks in a very repetitive way.   
Anytime language gets too difficult for her, she tunes me out.  
When I read stories where the characters talk, she doesn’t get the point.  
Rhyming confuses her.   
She understands and talks about only the most concrete things.    
She doesn’t know much about books.  
She likes to be read too but won’t talk about the story.  
She doesn’t recognize even common words, knows the golden arches.  
Mom doesn't have time to work with her   
Few book in the home  
Gets frustrated when she can’t get it..  
Works in a random sort of way  
Often looks at picture books  
Doesn’t try very much with school work
Has a good sense of humor   
Watches others to figure out what is said  
TOTALS



Case No. 1 Results

CASE STUDY NUMBER 1 (FEMALE, 6;8)
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She is not reading. √
She understands stories/materials when I read to the class. √ √
Knows numbers and letters; copies all upper case letters correctly √
She reverses the numbers 6 and 7. √ √
She has several speech errors, I understand her; so do the children. √
She can't follow spoken classroom directions for paper & pencil tasks. √ √
Written directions are not relevant because she is at a pre-primer level. √
She is frequently out of her seat and off task. √ √
Her language is difficult to understand misarticulation of consonants √
She confuses pronouns (him/her). √
She overuses some pronouns, “teacher..me do this.” √
She uses the right vocabulary words most of the time. √
Her sentences have many grammatical errors √
Her sentences are poorly structured. √
They are often short and interrupted. √
Her long sentences do not make much sense. √
She doesn't recognize her errors..makes same mistakes over & over. √
Makes the same mistakes over & over-paper/pencil tasks, coloring, art √
She is very disorganized. √
She does not correct her speech even when you tell her how. √ √
When other students understand my directions, she gets confused. √



Case No. 1 Results
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She seems to know the words I’m using. √
She has problems making up and putting sentences together with words. √
She can’t combine sentences very well at all. √
She does not know how to use tenses for her verbs. √
It is hard to understand what she wants. √ √
I don’t think she knows what she means to say. √ √
She talks in a very repetitive way. √ √
Anytime language gets too difficult for her, she tunes me out. √ √
When I read stories where the characters talk, she doesn’t get the point. √
Rhyming confuses her. √ √
She understands and talks about only the most concrete things. √ √ √
She doesn’t know much about books. √
She likes to be read too but won’t talk about the story. √
She doesn’t recognize even common words, knows the golden arches. √
Mom doesn't have time to work with her √ √
Few book in the home √
Gets frustrated when she can’t get it.. √
Works in a random sort of way √
Often looks at picture books √
Doesn’t try very much with school work
Has a good sense of humor √ √
Watches others to figure out what is said √
TOTALS 9 16 3 9 2 1 8 1 3 3



CASE STUDY 1 (Female, 6;8)

1

CPA  FOR CASE STUDY No. 1  (FEMALE, 6;8) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
LISTENING LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She understands stories/materials when I read to the class. √ √
She can't follow spoken classroom directions for paper and pencil tasks. √ √
She does not correct her speech even when you tell her how. √ √
When other students understand my directions, she gets confused. √

She seems to know the words I’m using. √

Anytime language gets too difficult for her, she tunes me out. √

When I read stories where the characters talk, she doesn’t get the point. √

She understands and talks about only the most concrete things. √ √ √

Rhyming confuses her. √ √

She is frequently out of her seat and off task. √

ORAL LANGUAGE (TOTALS) 10

SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
SPEAKING LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She has several speech errors, I understand her; so do the children. √
Her language is difficult to understand misarticulation of consonants √
She confuses pronouns (him/her). √
She overuses some pronouns, “teacher..me do this.” √
She uses the right vocabulary words most of the time. √
Her sentences have many grammatical errors √
Her sentences are poorly structured. √
They are often short and interrupted. √
Her long sentences do not make much sense. √
She has problems making up and putting sentences together with words. √
She can’t combine sentences very well at all. √
She doe not know how to use tenses for her verbs. √
It is hard to understand what she wants. √ √
I don’t think she knows what she means to say. √ √
She talks in a very repetitive way. √ √
She understands and talks about only the most concrete things. √
SPEAKING (TOTALS) 16

SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
It is hard to understand what she wants. √ √
I don’t think she knows what she means to say. √ √
She talks in a very repetitive way. √ √
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION (TOTALS) 3



CASE STUDY 1 (Female, 6;8)

2

SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
READING LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She is not reading. √
Knows numbers and letters; copies all upper case letter correctly √ √
She reverses the numbers 6 and 7. √ √
Rhyming confuses her. √ √
She doesn’t know much about books. √ √
She likes to be read to but won’t talk about the story. √
She doesn’t recognize even common words, knows the golden arches. √
Mom doesn't have time to work with her √ √
Few books in the home √
Often looks at picture books √
READING (TOTALS) 10

SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
WRITING LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
Knows numbers and letters; copies all upper case letters correctly √
She reverses the numbers 6 and 7. √
Written directions are not relevant because she is at a pre-primer level. √
WRITING (TOTALS) 3

SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
She can't follow spoken classroom directions for paper & pencil tasks. √
She is frequently out of her seat and off task. √ √
She doesn't recognize her errors..makes same mistakes over & over. √
Makes the same mistakes over & over-paper/pencil tasks, coloring, art √
She is very disorganized. √
Works in a random sort of way √
Doesn’t try very much with school work √ √
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS (TOTALS) 7

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS STR INT
She uses the right vocabulary words most of the time. √

She seems to know the words I’m using. √

She likes to be read to but won’t talk about the story. √

Has a good sense of humor √

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS (TOTALS) 4 0



CASE STUDY 1 (Female, 6;8)

3

LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS Pos + Neg -
She is frequently out of her seat and off task. √

Gets frustrated when she can’t get it.. √

Doesn’t try very much with school work √

Watches others to figure out what is said √
LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS (TOTALS) 1 3

OTHER
Mom doesn't have time to work with her

PATTERN SUMMARY

1. Language Expression (Grammar)
         - Grammer (language structure)
         - Language Formulation (meaning into structure
2. Emergent Literacy
         -  Early Reading Essentials
         -  Story Knowledge
         - Phonological Awareness
         - Print Awareness Early Reading
3. Articulation (Mild)
4. Classroom Knowledfge (Scripts and Routines)

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS
Word Knowledge
Interest in Books
Interest in Stories
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Performance Patterns: 

	
Speech - Articulation  
	
 	
Affects her overall intelligibility	

	
 	
Passive communicator, 	


	
Expressive Language 
	
 	
 Formulation and Grammar	


	
Emergent Literacy Skills  
	
 	
Limited experience with books, stories	

	
 	
Awareness of print and sound.  	


* Let’s Look at a Pre-RTI or Pre-IEP Summary	

* Points and Concepts After Team Discussion	

* What Does This Student Really Need?	

* What Services Will She Get If We Use a Traditional LENS?	


CASE NUMBER 1 Patterns) 	
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CASE NUMBER 1 (FEMALE, 6;8)  
Performance Pattern Summary for RTI or Pre-IEP 

(1) Pattern No. 1   	
Speaking (Articulation) 	
 	
 	
Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  She has several speech errors	

	
___ 	
2.  Her language is marked by several speech errors	

	
___ 	
3.  She doesn’t correct her speech	

	
___ 	
4.  It is hard to understand her	

	
___ 	
5.  Her language is difficult to understand	


(II) Pattern No. 2      Speaking (Expressive Language)	
 	
Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Her speech is short and interrupted	

	
___ 	
2.  Her long sentences to not make sense	

	
___ 	
3.  Has problems making up and putting sentences together	

	
___ 	
4.  She can’t combine sentences very well	

	
___ 	
5.  It’s hard to understand what she wants	


CASE STUDY 1  
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(III) Pattern No. 3 	
Emergent Literacy Skills	
 	
 	
Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  She is at the pre-primer level	

	
___ 	
2.  Rhyming confuses her	

	
___ 	
3.  She doesn’t know much about books	

	
___ 	
4.  Few books in the home	

	
___ 	
5.  During storytelling, gets confused when the characters talk	

	
___ 	
6.  Likes to be read to but won’t talk about the story	

	
___ 	
7.  Often looks at picture books	

	
___ 	
8.  Doesn’t recognize even common words	


Present Levels of Performance (Draft of Ideas) 
	
* First grade student at Charles Upson Elementary School	

	
* Qualifies for special education services  	

	
* Severe expressive language-learning disability (average intelligence)	

	
* Interests in books and enjoys story-telling activities	

	
* Needs home and school reading connection 	

	
* Need to facilitate communicative interactions in home and school	


Tentative Performance Patterns? 
	
Speech (Articulation); Expressive Language; Emergent Literacy Skill 	


CASE NUMBER 1 Continues 
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REVISED LIST 
Performance  

Patterns 

Following 
Teacher 

Input 

5 

CASE NUMBER 1 Continues (FEMALE, 6;8)  
Patterns for RTI or Pre-IEP Development 

Emergent Literacy Skills	
 	
 	
 	
	

	
___ 	
1.  Heightened exposure to books, storytelling, print, etc	

	
___ 	
2.  Phonological awareness	

	
___ 	
3.  Interactive reading	

	
___ 	
4.  Home/school reading connection	

	
___ 	
5.  Awareness of print	


 Expressive Language 	
 	
 	
 	
	

	
___ 	
1.  Opportunities to talk (emergent literacy experiences)	

	
___ 	
2.  Increasing opportunities to respond in class on familiar topics 	

	
___ 	
3.  Practice in planning appropriate sentence patterns	

	
___ 	
4.  Building knowledge in interest areas to facilitate fluent 	

	
 	
     communication	


Articulation of /s/, and /r/  
	
 	
 	


	
___ 	
1.  Articulation therapy for misarticulated   sounds	

	
___ 	
2.  Sensory-perceptual training as part of phonological awareness	

	
___ 	
3.  Classroom support for key words containing target sounds	

	
___ 	
4.  Speech awareness and practice on storytelling activities	
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 PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
Suzanne is a first grade student at Charles Upson Elementary School.  Based 
upon a battery of standardized test scores, Suzanne qualifies for speech-
language services.  These instruments indicate that a severe expressive language-
learning disability exists in the presence of average intelligence.   

Classroom assessment procedures suggest three major performance patterns that 
place limitations on academic success, negatively impact her sense of competence 
as a learner, pose major barriers to literacy learning, and reduce her 
participation in the classroom.  These patterns, in order of concern, are: (1) 
Emergent Literacy Skills that show limited experience with books, stories, and 
awareness of print and sound, (2) Expressive Language characterized by 
difficulties in formulation and grammar, and (3) Speech - Articulation that 
negatively affects her overall intelligibility and causes her to be a passive 
communicator.   

These three performance patterns require specialized instruction with a strong focus 
on language experiences that promote emergent literacy skills and facilitate 
meaningful expression 

CASE NUMBER 1 (FEMALE, 6;8)  
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